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Publishing through the ages Getting published successfully
(what Editors look for)



Science and medical publishing through the ages
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The Lancet Portfolio



Numbers of researchers, journals, and articles increasing rapidly



Average number of journals read by each specialty
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Disruptive developments in the publishing sector

Article discoverability

Journal-to-journal transfers

Social media

Open access

Mega-journals

Organic articles

Data-sharing

Preprint servers

Post-publication open peer-review

Peer-to-peer dissemination

Advocacy activities



Journal collaborations and manuscript cascade processes



Growth in gold open access



Success breeds abuse: rise of predatory open access journals

• Predatory journals take advantage of authors for reputational or financial gain, usually bypassing normal 
conventions of scientific publication designed to ensure quality and transparency

• Predatory journals are dishonest. They have fake archive collections and fake addresses and headquarters

• Some use well-known names as members of their editorial board without their permission

• Peer review is often either absent or not performed by reviewers with adequate knowledge

• In January 2017, it was estimated there were 1,140 predatory journals

• These journals are distorting the scientific record with poor quality literature—a problem for the research 
community, healthcare professionals, and the wider public



Success breeds abuse: rise of predatory open access journals

The Think.Check.Submit initiative has a useful checklist for authors 
to consider when selecting a journal

http://thinkchecksubmit.org



Megajournals



Data-sharing



Preprint servers



Journal-level / subject-level metrics

• Impact Factor
• Immediacy Index
• CiteScore
• SJR
• SNIP

Author-level metrics

• H index

Article-level recognition

• Citations — Scopus, PubMedCentral, CrossRef, Web of Science
• Web usage — downloads and views
• Expert ratings or reader ratings /commenting — F1000, PubMed Commons, PubPeer
• Social bookmarking — CiteULike, Connotea, Mendeley
• Social citations — Facebook Likes, Twitter, share, Vine, Altmetrics, Plum Analytics
• Media/blog coverage — ResearchBlogging, NatureBlogs, Bloglines
• Article sharing — ResearchGate, Academia.edu, MyScienceWorks

Usage metrics



Journal and author activities: online, audiovisual, advocacy, and social networking



Global Advocacy

Mission statement

The Lancet Oncology's global advocacy programme maps out the inequalities and 
inequities in health systems worldwide, and highlights deficiencies in all aspects of 
cancer care, health policy, structural organisation, and leadership.

The programme offers a neutral platform to bring together thought-leaders from 
across different disciplines and organisations to offer solutions to those barriers 
that hinder provision of high quality cancer control, irrespective of socioeconomic 
status or country of residence.

We aim to use the journal’s international and influential voice to deliver the best 
science for better lives.



Platforms

Commissions
Series
Bespoke treatment guidelines
Conferences



Previous Commissions

Progress and remaining challenges for cancer control in Latin America and the Caribbean
Strasser-Weippl et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 16, No. 14, p1405–1438
Published in issue: October, 2015

The expanding role of primary care in cancer control
Rubin et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 16, No. 12, p1231–1272
Published in issue: September, 2015

Global cancer surgery: delivering safe, affordable, and timely cancer surgery
Sullivan et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 16, No. 11, p1193–1224
Published in issue: September, 2015

Expanding global access to radiotherapy
Atun et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 16, No. 10, p1153–1186
Published in issue: September, 2015

Challenges to effective cancer control in China, India, and Russia
Goss et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 15, No. 5, p489–538
Published in issue: April, 2014

Planning cancer control in Latin America and the Caribbean
Goss et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 14, No. 5, p391–436
Published in issue: April, 2013

Delivering affordable cancer care in high-income countries
Sullivan et al; The Lancet Oncology, Vol. 12, No. 10, p933–980
Published in issue: September, 2011



Future Commissions

Future Cancer Research Priorities in the USA: a Lancet Oncology Commission
Jaffee E, Van Dang, C, et al
Nov 2017

Palliative care
Kaasa S, et al
2018

Childhood cancer 
Rodriguez-Galindo C et al
2018

Global cancer surgery: part 2
2019

Improving access to diagnostic imaging and nuclear medicine in LMICs
2019

Future Series (2018/9)

Global Oncology
Cancer and the Elderly
Drug Safety 2
Cancer control in small island states

Conflict & cancer
Cancer pathology
Head & neck cancer 2



What do journals and editors look for?



Keys to a successful publication

• Answering the right question in the right way at the right time
• Making your submission as compelling as possible
• Writing in an accessible manner
• For research always following the basic rule: IMRAD—Introduction, Methods, 

Results, and Discussion



What do top-ranking journals publish?

• Novel work
• First and last
• Practice-changing
• Challenges convention or dogma
• Largest dataset to-date (with different or definitive results to all other papers)
• Robust methodology
• Not just positive results, some negatives are very important
• Clinical trials
• Large meta-analyses
• Topic relevant to a large demographic
• Messages that are not regionally or geographically limited



Common barriers to publication

By Zach Weiner (abridged)



Common barriers to publication

Lack of novelty
Poorly defined objectives
Inappropriate analyses
Biased and illogical reporting 
Poorly conceived arguments and discussion
‘Me too’ article
Is the paper a salami slice?
No trial protocol or patient recruitment started before trial registration
Subject too specialised
Topic or article out of scope
Endpoints incorrect for the setting
Analyses presented are protocol-defined / non-protocol (exploratory) analyses signposted?
Statistical powering too optimistic
Missing data handled appropriately
Wrong control comparator or no comparator
Very poor presentation and use of language hindering understanding
Has the paper been written according to Information for Authors?



Mathematical errors also affect success

Examples include…

Insufficient numbers to address objectives with confidence
Inappropriate analyses
Inconsistent reporting of data, or of facts and figures, throughout a paper
Over-emphasising interpretation of certain data or facts and figures
Lack of a prespecified statistical plan
Over-reliance on ad-hoc, exploratory analyses
Use of wrong statistical tests for comparisons
Use of outmoded analytics
Over-reliance on very rare, perhaps unvalidated, analytical tests

And sometimes…

Data that seem to be ‘to good to be true’



What editors look for: QOL/PRO specifics

Is QOL/PRO a valid endpoint in this study? 
Is QOL/PRO protocol defined?
Is QOL/PRO measured with a validated instrument?
Do results represent an appropriate proportion of patients?
Should QOL/PRO data be presented with other endpoints?
Are data analysed and interpreted correctly?
Is result powered statistically, and if not, why not?
Is the result clinically relevant?



What editors look for: use of reporting standards



What editors look for: plagiarism

Plagiarism is becoming an increasingly prominent problem
Editors expect all authors to submit original work and not be intellectually lazy
Plagiarism covers the copying of others work, duplicate publication, and ‘text recycling’

The Lancet’s journals have been routinely checking reviews, opinions, and comments for 
plagiarism since 2010 using specialist software
Offenders can be reported to their institution 

Institutions are taking allegations of plagiarism very seriously akin to professional 
misconduct



Thank you for your attention—any questions?


